Combine the **Powers of Calm!**

**Use ThunderCloud® with a ThunderShirt®**

For best results, use for a full 30 days. If additional behavior modification is needed, seek advice from your veterinarian or professional trainer. ThunderCloud may be used in conjunction with medications or other treatments (like ThunderShirt®). ThunderCloud is NOT a veterinary medicinal product. Consult your veterinarian if there are signs of disease.

**Our 100% Satisfaction Guarantee**

If you are not satisfied for any reason, return for a refund of your purchase price within 45-days of purchase.

Want to learn more about this product? Visit...

**Thunder University**

The Pet Solutions Learning Center
ThunderWorks.com/ThunderU
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HOW DOES THUNDERCLOUD WORK?

Simply place ThunderCloud in your dog’s sleep area and follow the “Initial Set Up” and “Button Function” instructions. Select the sound and volume level to mask distracting or startling night-time noises. Try a volume setting that feels loud enough to help mask the night-time noises, but still comfortable for sleeping for both you and your dog. Insert the diffuser bottle following the instructions, Turn the diffuser on to either low or high heat setting. The low setting is likely strong enough to provide the full calming benefits, but for more fragrance, turn to high. The sounds and diffuser may be left on continuously, or turned on and off as needed. Each diffuser bottle refill will last approximately 30 days of continuous use (may vary due to room temperature and humidity levels). We hope you and your dog enjoy wonderful, uninterrupted nights of sleep!

THUNDERCLOUD REFILL

INGREDIENTS: ThunderEssence Formula #1. See full ingredients at thunderessence.com/ingredients

THUNDERCLOUD PRIVACY: We promise this is not a listening device. No sounds will be recorded and uploaded to any digital cloud. Seriously.

TWO Calming Solutions in ONE Stylish Package

- ALL NATURAL ESSENTIAL OIL DIFFUSER
- SOOTHING SOUND MACHINE TO MASK DISTRACTING NOISES

- Lavender
- Chamomile
- Egyptian Geranium

Initial Set Up

1. See “Insert Refill Bottle” diagram to load the first essential oils diffuser bottle into ThunderCloud. Please note the “Locked” and “Unlocked” positions shown on the top. To unlock, simply twist the Diffuser Cap towards the “unlocked” symbol.
2. Place ThunderCloud on a table in your dog’s favorite sleep area. NOTE: Make sure to provide at least 18 inches of clear airspace above the ThunderCloud to prevent the diffuser vapor from collecting on any surfaces (e.g. lamp shades).
3. Plug the USB-connector on the power cord into the ThunderCloud base. Plug the wall plug into a standard wall socket (120V).

Parts of the ThunderCloud

Sound Button

To turn on sound, press and release the Sound Button. The LED light will turn on and it will begin to play the last sound selected.
To select a sound, briefly press the Sound Button. With each press, it will advance to the next sound.
To turn off sound, press and hold the Sound Button until the LED light turns off.
To change volume level of sound, press either the plus (+) or minus (-) buttons adjacent to the Sound Button

Diffuser Button

To turn on diffuser, briefly press the Diffuser Button. The LED light will turn on and it will be set on low heat.
To change the heat level to high setting, briefly press the Diffuser Button. The LED light will flash three times and then stay lit.
To turn off the diffuser, briefly press the Diffuser Button. The LED light will turn off. Note: If set on the low heat setting, you will need to press the Diffuser Button twice to turn it off.

INCLUDED SOUNDS:

Brown Noise  Babbling Brook
White Noise  Mountain Stream
Desk Fan  Waterfall
Box Fan  Ocean Waves
Train  Crackling Fire
Train on a Bridge  HeartBeat
Light Rain  Summer Night
Jungle Rain  Night Crickets